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Reviewer's report:

Minor essential revisions

Focus groups
- Did the focus group facilitator have any expertise in child sleep problems? This may have biased the discussion and should be noted.

Data Analysis
- Please include the inter-rater reliability between the manuscript coders.

Results
- Did caregivers comment on quality of information they received from service providers and whether it was appropriate for their child?
- Given interventions can be delivered in various ways, i.e. online resources, face-to-face, is any data available about preferred ways caregivers want to receive information and preferred delivery methods by the health professionals?

Discussion
- A general discussion about cultural differences in terms of sleep beliefs would be helpful to provide context for the discussion. Inclusion in the introduction may also be helpful.

Discretionary revisions
- Were there any differences in caregiver responses based on whether their child did or did not have a sleep problem or frequency of sleep problem?

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: Yes, and I have assessed the statistics in my report.
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